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Meeting today’s presenter

• Hi, I’m Joe
• 5th year PhD Student
• University of South Florida
• I study the links between work and health

• Work-family
• LGBTQ+

• And I grew up in New York



My goals for today

• Break down the different terminology of 
work and family

• Go through why we should care about how 
work and family fit together

• Talk about the strategies that we can use to 
minimize work-family conflict

• Leave 15-20 minutes+ to answer any of your 
questions



The terms sound similar, but they are not the 
same
• Work-family balance: 

• Satisfaction: Being content with your work and 
family experiences

• Performance: Being effective in both roles

• Work-family enrichment: 
• One domain helps you manage the other

• Work-family conflict: 
• Work and family demands cannot both be met

Wayne et al., 2017



Starting with a work-family conflict example
• Let’s talk about a hypothetical scenario

• There’s a small business owner
• His company is doing well, but by no means is the family “well off”
• It’s a Wednesday and he knows his daughter has a soccer game at 6PM

• What if: It’s the daughter’s championship game
• What if: You missed the last 6 games because of work and as you were leaving for work 

this morning your daughter said, “You’re coming tonight, right? It’s the championship”
• 4:30PM rolls around and a customer calls with an emergency

• What if: The customer is a major client that changes the entire trajectory of the company 
and you’ve been trying to get their business for months

• He knows that he can’t both take the job and attend the game
What do you do?



Starting with a work-family conflict example
• Let’s talk about a hypothetical scenario

• There’s a small business owner
• His company is doing well, but by no means is the family “well off”
• It’s a Wednesday and he knows his daughter has a soccer game at 6PM

• What if: It’s the daughter’s championship game
• What if: You missed the last 6 games because of work and as you were leaving for work 

this morning your daughter said, “You’re coming tonight, right? It’s the championship”
• 4:30PM rolls around and a customer calls with an emergency

• What if: The customer is a major client that changes the entire trajectory of the company 
and you’ve been trying to get their business for months

• He knows that he can’t both take the job and attend the game
What is the source of the conflict? 

Work or Family?



What is Work-Family Conflict (WFC)?

• Conflicting demands between work and home
• Two Directions

• Work  Family
• Work Interference with Family

• Acronym: WIF
• Choosing the client

• Family Work
• Family Interference with Work

• Acronym: FIW
• Choosing to go to the game



Why do we care about work-family conflict?

• Related to:
• Work outcomes

• Satisfaction
• Turnover intention
• Absenteeism
• Task performance
• Helping behaviors

Amstad et al., 2011



Why do we care about work-family conflict?

• Related to:
• Family outcomes

• Marital satisfaction
• Family satisfaction
• Family-related performance
• Family-related stress

Amstad et al., 2011



Why do we care about work-family conflict?

• Related to:
• Health outcomes

• Life satisfaction
• Physical complaints
• Depression
• Stress
• Anxiety

Amstad et al., 2011



Why do we care about work family conflict?

• Has become a more prominent topic in recent 
years
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Why do we care about work family conflict?

• Has become a more prominent 
topic in recent years

• In part because of changing 
gender norms

• And changing technology
• And a changing economic 

landscape



Periodic call for questions



How do we predict what will be prioritized?
• Types of pressure

• Work: Boss, coworker, client
• Family: Parent, child, sibling, spouse 

• Types of support:
• Instrumental: Providing a solution
• Emotional: Providing emotional support

• Role importance: Are you a family or work first person?
• What role was prioritized last time?

• Combination of all four factors
Shockley & Allen, 2015 
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How do we predict what will be prioritized?

• Types of pressure
• Work: Boss, coworker, client
• Family: Parent, child, sibling, spouse 

• Types of support:
• Instrumental: Providing a solution
• Emotional: Providing emotional support

• Role importance: Are you a family or work first person?
• What role was prioritized last time?

• If a role was prioritized last time -> Likely to prioritize the other role



So what can we do?

• As an employee:
• Use the resources at your disposal

• Flexible work arrangements
• Work and non-work social support sources
• Communicate what it is needed

• To family and to work

• Allow yourself to separate from your roles
• When you’re at work, be at work
• When you’re at home, be at home

• Be aware of the pressure you put on others
• Work-family conflict isn’t limited to you

Carlson et al., 2018; Hammer et al., 2009; Dettmers, 2017 



So what can we do?

• As a manager
• Provide support!

• Simply offering flexible arrangement isn’t 
enough

• Employees have to know they can use them
• Be wary of what might signal pressure

• Language matters
• Behavior matters
• Rewards matter

• Help create solutions
• Be creative!

• Figure out the problem
• Analyze the resources
• Allocate them

Hammer et al., 2009



Periodic call for questions



Types of WFC
• Time-based

• Insufficient time
• Time conflicts

• Example: Can’t attend work and kid’s game

• Strain-based
• Stress spillover

• Example: Too tired to want to make dinner

• Behavior-based
• Behaviors in one area are acceptable
• Those same behaviors somewhere else are not

• Example: Using mommy voice is okay with a small child but 
probably not your mentee

• Poll: Which do you most commonly experience?
Greenhaus & Beutell, 1985



Tailor solutions for the type of conflict

• Time-based
• Consider flexible work arrangements

• Can you resolve the conflict by working different hours?
• How about working from a different location?

• Consider reallocating resources
• Can you do one and then the other?

• Or even push one off for a day or more?
• Can you ask someone to help you to get both done?



Tailor solutions for the type of conflict
• Strain-based

• Create boundaries
• Psychological detachment

• Leaving work thoughts at work
• Leaving home thoughts at home

• Temporal detachment
• Using time to differentiate ‘when’ work and family are

• Physical detachment
• Using location to differentiate ‘where’ work and family are

• Be wary of burnout
• Mindfulness can help

• Meditate
• Be aware and acknowledge your emotions

• Find ways to recharge
• Enjoyable breaks can help to reduce stress

Hunter & Wu, 2016; Kiburz et al., 2017



Tailor solutions for the type of conflict

• Behavior-based
• Be aware of your surroundings

• Similar solutions
• Mindfulness
• Using detachment strategies



And that’s all the prepared material I have for 
today
• Time to open this up for questions and comments
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For any additional questions:

• Feel free to email me at jregina@usf.edu

mailto:jregina@usf.edu
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